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Unable to Patch new installation
Posted by digits - 2011/09/26 11:25
_____________________________________

Dear all, 

I just download and installed the latest 1.2.64 version of the JMS system on joomla 1.7 

It told me to apply the patched, which i tried. I got a whole list of permissions that needed to be changed
(which I all did). I wanted to apply the patch, but I always get: 

" 
        JFolder::create: Infinite loop detected 
        Unable to create destination 
        Error during installation of the file "administrator/defines.php" 

" 

" 
Joomla Multi Sites version: 1.2.64 (Latest available: 1.2.64) 
Patches definition version: 1.2.68 (Latest available: 1.2.68) 
" 

I found a topic with a similar problem, there the solution was "it's fixed in 1.2.64, so download that
version". apparantly it isn't... 

Any help would be greatly appreciated. 

Kind regards, 
Digits

============================================================================

Re:Unable to Patch new installation
Posted by digits - 2011/09/26 13:38
_____________________________________

Patches are installed succesfully thanks to the one-before-the-last post here:
http://www.jms2win.com/en/forum/26-bugs-errors-reporting/7807-component-installation-and-problems-i
n-joomla-17?limit=6&start=24 

My host wants to know why this open basedir should be changed for the installation of joomla. Can any
of the developers give a reply to this ? 

Thanks.
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Re:Unable to Patch new installation
Posted by edwin2win - 2011/09/27 20:18
_____________________________________
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I don't know your environemnt but some administration tool like plesk are using open_basedir to restrict
the access beteween domain and subdomains directories. 

So each domain and subdomain have their own directories. 

The concept of Jms multisite is to share the same joomla PHP code and therefore the same files and
folders on the disk. 
So if you want to share the files and folders that are located in the master website, you have to give the
permission to access these directories. In this case, the open_basedir need to provide the list of
directories where the domain or subdomain can have access.
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